Wilflex defines innovation in terms of creating new ways to help your shop stay ahead. Unique, textured designs are now at your fingertips with Infinite FX, an inventive new program that uses just a few key specialty bases to print a variety of looks, textures, and effects. Use the bases alone, in combination, or mix in additives such as pigments, glitters, shimmers and more, to create your own custom effects!

Create a custom specialty print portfolio for your customers!

*Additional non-standard products available on a regional basis. Contact your CSR for more information.
Want to create your own unique specialty combinations?

Download art at: www.wilflex.com/infinitefxart

Print Individual Bases
Print the bases individually with the manufacturer’s recommended meshes and parameters. This step creates a baseline parameter and visual reference for the individual inks and effects.

Layer Bases
Overprint individual bases by stacking different specialty inks on top of each other. Layer special effect bases in different ways create very different looks!

Inter-mix Bases
Use the individual bases from Step 1, and mix together using various combinations and ratios to create new specialty bases. Each individual base will have a unique characteristic, enhancing the effects of the others when combined. Create completely new bases you can add to the library of effects!